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What could be better than airy lace, 
refined embroidery, or dreamy silk 
to define and enhance feminine 
allure?

What if beautiful lingerie and the bridal gown of a 
lifetime were each stand-alone, integral elements of a 
woman’s wardrobe, both featuring the finest materials 
and exceptional craftsmanship? 

And what if a woman chose her lingerie the way she 
chooses her wedding gown, inspired by her love of 
beauty? These are, after all, two worlds that venerate 
handiwork and gorgeous materials.

BRIDAL FASHION
ENHANCES CREATIVE DESIGN

FOR THE LINGERIE MARKET

It is also clear that these two markets are now 
undergoing massive change, roused by new talents 
and inspired, creative, and committed designers!

So, let’s take these parallels a bit further: what if 
lingerie became a field for growth in the Bridal and 
Haute Couture markets, and vice-versa? What if…
what if…

In any event, this session, we wanted to unite, for 
better or for worse, these two worlds, by presenting 
visitors, in “The Exception” space, the first-ever 
forum for materials just for the bridal market, 
Haute Couture, and lingerie, with the exceptional 
participation of couture Art houses and artisans of 
the finest expert craftsmanship. 
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The Exception is a unique space that, 
since 2013, has displayed all the value 
of exceptional craftsmanship, bringing 
together, around a single theme, 
manufacturers, renowned artists, 
and designers with INSPIRATION 
as the key concept. This session, the 
doors of The Exception will open to 
offer a beautiful pause... a magical and 
enchanting moment, built around the 
world of weddings and Haute Couture. 
A rare event you may never experience 
again!
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The bridal market has begun to change

From New York to Beijing via Paris, the arrival of Millennials marks a time to 
retire the concept of a sacred union so beloved of our grandparents: more festive 
and spectacular, more unique and bohemian, more natural and eco-friendly, 
weddings now follow major trends in consumer behavior. This doesn’t mean 

that the very symbol of a wedding, the wedding gown, is ready to break with tradition: 
exceptional lace, magical embroideries, delicate tulle, airy silk chiffon, delicate satin-
finished organza, finely rippled crêpe, all creatively compete to offer, for the dress on her 
big day, undefinable beauty for an unforgettable moment.

THE NEW CHALLENGES FACING 
THE BRIDAL MARKET 

1/ Margaux Tardits

1
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A new ecosystem that marks the end 
of an era  

The de-standardization of the wedding gown market is 
disrupting a worldwide market historically dominated by 
major players. This phenomenon is undoubtedly more 
striking in France and several other European countries. If 
the American bridal fashion market largely dominates the 
Western world with its 2 million unions per year (8 times 
more than in France), what has been happening for several 
seasons now, especially in Europe, proves to what extent 
consumers’ expectations have changed. «Four or five years 
ago, we saw the emergence of a new market made up in part 
of talented young women designers who increasingly work on 
bespoke projects, showing great creative spirit,» notes Julien 
Bracq, CEO of Dentelles Jean Bracq. The disappearance 
of major French specialist Pronuptia proves how hyper-
competitive the bridal fashion market had become. This 
competition was exacerbated by the rapid entry into the 
bridal fashion market of generalist chains, armed with an 
aggressive pricing policy: Sézane, Balzac, Zara, H&M, La 
Redoute, Naf-Naf or Kiabi, but also, and above all, Sessun, 
with its «Oui» collection. These fast-fashion groups came 
to shake up the market with elegant dresses for under € 500. 

This new segmentation of the market marks the end of an 
era. It also signals the arrival of a new system dominated by 
digital technology, where the importance of pure players 
is increasing. E-commerce sites are entering the market, 
from the entry-price market with the British brand Asos, 
introduced in 2000, to the high-end market with specialized 
sites such as the Australian «Grace loves lace». Megan 
Ziems, founder of «Grace loves lace», aims to break with 
the traditional image of the bridal “uniform” reflected in 
a gown that is too structured and rigid, where quality is 
limited to the brand name on the label. For her, as for all 
young designers, comfort has become an essential part of 
bridal fashion, as crucial as elegance and style. Materials 
must create more than just an illusion. They’re not there just 
to look good. They must feel good, too.

Unbridled creativity provides oppor-
tunities for lingerie collections

«To truly prosper, companies in the bridal fashion sector must 
establish themselves completely or partially on the market by 
excluding their rivals,» says Fashion Network. This will 
inevitably require a more diversified product offer (evening 
dresses, wedding dresses, accessories, more accessible 
secondary lines), a bold, innovative type of creativity that 
will encompass the notions of comfort and sustainability, 
and a solid online presence.

Bridal fashion must be revamped in order to draw in future 
customers. It’s no easy task for an industry that must close 
the gap between tradition and the urgent need to keep up 
with the times. One of the market leaders, Spanish brand 
Pronovias, has understood this well. This Iberian specialist 
just strengthened their creative power last autumn by 
moving from a single designer to a team of designers for 
all the group’s brands. «This strategy sets a new standard for 
our industry and allows us to continue to be at the forefront of 
innovation,» said Amandine Ohayon, CEO of  Pronovias 
Group. Originality and uniqueness: this is the cocktail that 
all bridal fashion players want to serve today to consumers 
in search of stand-out products. «I’m creating items for 
my clients, who want things that are quite simple, but very 
personalized. Fortunately, the suppliers I discovered at 
Interfilière Paris, such as Jean Bracq and Albert Guegain, were 
immediately enthusiastic about working on near-exclusive 
designs,» says Gwenn Martines, designer of the Anna 
Dautry brand. For her new collection, Margaux Tardits, 
who masters a mixture of materials such as lace, guipure, 
embroidered tulle, satin crêpe, chiffon or silk organza, has 
led her suppliers toward the most subtle developments: «I 
wanted to combine contrasts and bring together a floral still-
life look with seashells in all colors,» says the young designer. 
Lace makers, embroiderers, and silk houses are ready to put 
all their expertise into new, exclusive developments: «The 
desire to stand out is increasingly important. We don’t sell 
the same thing to each of the young wedding dress designers, 
nor to the biggest key players in the industry. This pressing 
demand has a marvelously stimulating and enriching effect on 
all our creations, with constant innovation that revitalizes our 
collections designed for lingerie,» explains Julien Bracq, CEO 
of  Dentelles Jean Bracq. 

Interfilière Paris   �   The new challenges facing the bridal market 
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How to enchant and satisfy Gene-
ration Z

This paradigm shift is linked to the new challenges that all 
players in the bridal fashion market now face. To flatter this 
new “silent” generation, or Generation C (Communication, 
Collaboration, Connection, Creativity), let’s take this 
opportunity to understand Millennials’ shopping habits. 
«The average spend of Millennials has increased considerably 
due to social media. Brides-to-be comparison shop. They want 
their dress to be even more exceptional than their friends’ 
dresses. They don’t hesitate to truly spend if necessary,» 
confirms Cécile Pfeiffer, who runs Lille designer wedding 
gown shop Ma Petite Robe Blanche. These 27-35-year-olds 
can spend between 3,000 and 3,500 €, in other words, 1,000 
€ more than their 40-something counterparts. By 2030, 
most shoppers will be from Generation Z. Winning the 
hearts of these «digital natives» who represent 6% of brides 
is not easy: these young brides are already spending 20% less 
on their dresses. «They tend to shift their wedding spending 
toward other areas, especially services,» says Cécile Pfeiffer.

Another phenomenon: the demand for rental gowns has 
never been so high. Contrary to popular belief, this demand 
is coming from an intellectual and rather wealthy clientele 
(graceloveslace.com, renttherunway.com, graine-de-
coton.com, lescachotieres.com, dreamdresslocation.
com…). This trend, directly from the United States, is very 
much in line with the “sharing economy”, which is attracting 
an increasing number of fans from this generation, who are 
sensitive to matters of sustainability and «zero waste». 
The market will have to adapt. Urgently. «We’ve never 
had so many requests for certified products, organic cotton 
lace, or recycled lace,» says Julien Bracq. Designer Ingrid 
Fey, a specialist in knit bridal gowns, has already begun 
her transition to an eco-friendly assortment. «I’ve always 
followed conscious manufacturing by using yarns from and 
manufactured in French and Italian knitwear workshops. I 
want to go further in my choice of materials, choosing silk over 
polyester, giving up viscose in favor of lyocell, like Tencel®, and 
introducing new «organic» knits, produced, for example, from 
milk fibers or other such sources», the young woman explains.

What if bridal lingerie became a new 
niche market?

Minimalist and discreet under a dress made of voile or 
organza, jersey or silk crepe, bridal lingerie has remained 
hidden until now: its second-skin materials, seamless and 
preferably nude, are meant to be forgotten underneath 
transparent lace. But other products are waiting to be 
invented: a bodysuit with an ultra-low-cut back would be 
the ideal companion for back-baring wedding gowns, which 
are increasingly popular. The new behaviors and lifestyles 
built around the whole wedding mood also offer interesting 
opportunities: total «wedding spirit, before and after» 
ranges for wedding celebrations that last several days, «civil-
religious» ensembles for brides who opt for two different 
outfits, a simply elegant outfit that could be combined with 
elaborate, refined lace lingerie, for example, for the wedding 
at the town hall and, for the church ceremony, understated 
lingerie to slip under the big wedding gown. After successfully 
launching a limited range of nighties, Harpe is working 
on a collection of bridal dressing gowns. Other designers 
are thinking of creating bridal lines: panties and bras, but 
also nighties, dressing gowns, and even swimsuits for the 
honeymoon. Thus, we can observe so many potential niche 
markets that make Cécile Pfeiffer seriously reflect, amid her 
boudoir showroom in Lille. «I would like to open an area 
in the shop soon where I could offer beautiful lingerie for the 
wedding night, but also silk or casual dressing gowns. I can see 
that young women often feel lost, even though they know that 
these choices are important. Some brands do have appropriate 
styles, even if they are not identified as ‘bridal’ ranges.” 

1-2/ Harpe   3/ Laure de Sagazan

WEDDING SPIRIT
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A name that means “I do!”

Cymbeline is not your average bridal fashion house. Cymbeline is a hive of 
activity that crafts hundreds of bridal gowns each year. Working hand-in-
hand, stylists and designers, seamstresses, toile makers, and patternmakers, 
lace makers and embroiderers unite their talents and expert craftsmanship 

within the Cymbeline workshops to glorify Leavers lace, silk, organza, and taffeta. 

CYMBELINE

1-2-3-4/ Cymbeline

1

2

3
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Jean-Philippe Lautraite, the Chairman of 
Cymbeline, tells us more about the passion that 
has driven this fashion house for 40 years now.

__ How is Cymbeline positioning itself in 
relation to the crop of young designers, on 
the one hand, and RTW chains developing 
“bridal” ranges, on the other?
J.P.L. Cymbeline remains committed to its essence, which 
remains the expertise of its artisans, its Calais-Caudry lace, 
and its work with embroiderers, feather-makers, corsetiers, 
and many other fine craftspeople. The “intelligence of our 
hands” is our guiding principle. It’s no accident that we’re 
often spoken of as the “Hermès” of the bridal world. Our 
retail strategy is to move closer to exclusive boutiques, so, 
distancing ourselves from multi-brand retail. We continue 
to move upmarket, both in terms of the level of products 
themselves and the advice, services and bespoke alterations 
we offer. 

__ Is there a niche market in play for lingerie 
brands?
J.P.L. Over the past two seasons, dresses have become 
“sexier”, with deeper necklines. Some brands, with real 
innovations, have managed to provide solutions for this 
plunging back and front décolletage. There’s an increased 
demand for ultra-slimming effects that combine sexiness, 
light weight, and glamour.

__ What are Cymbeline’s plans for growth?
J.P.L. We want to remain faithful to our principles, and not 
give in to short-term marketing temptations. We’re looking 
to shape our image, many times over, often against the tide, 
not making any concessions in terms of fabric, lace, or the 
quality grades of patterns. And of course, we can’t forget to 
be bold and daring, as we’ve always been: this means working 
with the greatest designers, such as Balenciaga, Hanae Mori, 
and Ferraud, but also innovating as only we know how, by 
offering a play on a bridal “denim” mood, or by including 
artists in our creative process. The 2021 collection will be 
marked by the theme “The Great Operas of the World”. It 
will be a voyage between Paris, Moscow, and Beijing.

__ You’ve become one of the leading bridal 
gown makers in Europe. How do you see the 
European market? 
J.P.L. Unfortunately, most firms are going down-market 
and becoming standardized, due to the fact that everyone 
uses the same suppliers, and they all tend to copy each other. 
Just as in many other markets, ours is splitting into low-end 
and high-end.

__ You’ve been increasing your international 
presence. What is your view on the English-
speaking and U.S. markets (specifically)?
J.P.L. We need to learn more about the North American 
market, which is massive. We’ve decided to focus on South 
America, with boutiques in Brazil and Mexico: these 
are countries with a high birth rate and many practicing 
Christians, representing a new horizon for us that’s full of 
emotion, in every sense of the phrase. We remain a small 
fashion house for them, but we’re quite well-known in those 
markets. 

__ Today, you’re a benchmark brand on the 
French market, with 22 boutiques in France 
and several retail outlets abroad. How is this 
market changing?
J.P.L. The market here is suffering, with major players 
that are struggling. It’s collapsing under the weight of cut-
price imports from Asia or Eastern Europe, with a certain 
amount of undercutting going on. The marketplace follows 
the population curve; we’re seeing drops of around 15% for 
110% of new arrivals. 

4
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1/ Anna Dautry Paris

The «wedding» budget sends the counters into overdrive 

THE BRIDAL MARKET IS LOOKING 
FOR A NEW LEASE ON LIFE

The bridal fashion market is expected to reach sales revenue of 80 billion dollars, or 68 billion euros, in 2020, 
according to Global Industry Analysts estimates.

These promising forecasts, which are enough to make high-margin industry stakeholders giddy, nevertheless 
hide a «terrible» reality! This most sacred of unions is no longer popular. The number of marriages in France dropped 
from 245,000 to 238,000 in 2018. This is the lowest figure since the end of the Second World War. The marriage rate in 
2016 was 3.5 per thousand inhabitants in France, 3.4 in Italy and 5 per thousand in Germany. The number of Catholic 
marriages has also reached its lowest level in the United States since 1965. However, the marriage rate in the United States 
remains twice as high as in France, with 6.9 per thousand inhabitants in 2014. 

While marriage is no longer as popular an institution as it used to be, it remains fiercely trendy, with an overall budget 
that sometimes reaches record amounts. The average cost of a wedding reached an all-time high in 2016 in the United 
States, at $32,641 (€29,428), according to The Knot Real Weddings Study, which interviewed 13,000 brides across the 
U.S. In New York, the average cost of a wedding can go up to $82,299! In Europe, the overall budget is also increasing.  The 
French undoubtedly spend half as much on their weddings as do future American spouses. But with an average spend of 
€13,000, young people in France are busting their expected budgets. According to the Franfinance study conducted with 
Opinion Way, the French underestimate the real cost of the ceremony: to the question «How much would you spend for a 
successful wedding? «, the answer is about €6,000. Even if the French remain well below the amounts spent in the United 
States for a wedding, the majority spend more than twice as much as they had planned to have a festive ceremony. Only the 
budget for the wedding gown is accurately estimated. This varies between €800 and €3,000, or even more, depending on 
whether the bride chooses a ready-to-wear wedding dress (up to €700), a bespoke gown (€2,000 to €3,000), or a designer 
piece (over €3,000).

1
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__ How is the bridal market doing in France?
S.S. In terms of volume, the number of weddings has remained relatively stable 
over the past decade. Of course, there were a few thousand fewer marriages last 
year, but this cannot be considered a decrease. The real underlying trend is the 
average age of the married couple, which has risen to 32 for women and 34 for 
men. This has a considerable impact on the budget that future spouses can devote 
to their wedding, since they are financially independent. This explains why the 
average budget has reached almost €13,000 in France. Above all, they have no 
social pressures nor obligation to get married. Most of these young spouses are 
already parents: 70% have at least one child when they get married.

__ What is your analysis of the wedding gown market?
S.S. It completely changed with the massive arrival on scene of Asian products 
10 years ago. Today, more than 90% of wedding dresses sold in France are made 
in China. Each year, China releases more than 12 million gowns onto the global 
marketplace. Three-quarters of their output is for export. What matters is being 
able to keep control over the design and customization of wedding gowns in 
France. The average price is still €1,000. I estimate that 20% of French brands 
design and pattern their gowns in France. 

__ What is the nature of wedding gown retail in France?
S.S. Young female designers who create bespoke or ready-to-wear apparel 
represent 5% of the market. The rest of the market is taken up by the 1,300 
French multi-brand retailers who concentrate on special-occasion clothing. It 
should be noted that the major «historical» retailers of wedding gowns are in 
decline, faced with the rise of large ready-to-wear chains, who are launching an 
increasing number of «bridal» collections at low prices. These include Topshop, 
Mango, Asos, Sessun, H&M, Zara, etc.  

__ Where are the opportunities for growth in bridal lingerie?  
S.S. There is a real market ripe for the picking. I’m not talking about lingerie 
that slips underneath a gown and must be invisible. Not only is there the set for 
that Special Day that remains a beautiful secret for the couple to share; there 
are also all the beautiful sets that accompany the bride throughout the wedding, 
which now tends to last several days, or the ones that she’ll take with her for the 
honeymoon. I am convinced that lingerie brands have understood that there are 
market shares to be taken. Just look at how evocative and inspiring weddings can 
be. I can only advise them to take the plunge. 

STÉPHANE 
SEBAN

Founder of the Salon du Mariage (January 25-
26, 2020 - Porte de Versailles, Paris), publishing 
director of «Marions-nous» magazine and 
founder of the website “lesitedumariage.com”.

WEDDING FASHION: 
UNBRIDLED CREATIVITY 
THAT BOOSTS THE LINGERIE 
MARKET

A conference dedicated to the Wedding 
Spirit and the impact of Bridal fashion 
on the lingerie market will take place on 
Sunday 19th January at 11am in the 
conférence area of the show.

How can you appeal to Generation Z? 
How do you meet the increasing demand 
for personalized and distinctive products? 
How can you anticipate new behaviours? 
Is sustainable development relevant to a 
market where creativity is driven by bold 
ideas and a hint of impertinence? And what 
if lingerie could channel the development 
perspectives in the bridal market?

Animated by Dominique Demoinet-Hoste 
( DLD Consultant) 
With: 
- Julien Bracq
CEO  Dentelles JEAN BRACQ
- Corentin Potencier
CEO  Broderies POTENCIER
- Martina Brown
Style Director AUBADE
- Jean-Philippe Lautraite
CEO CYMBELINE
- Ingrid Fey
Founder and creator of L’AMOUREUSE
- Margaux Tardits
Founder and creator MARGAUX TARDITS
- Clémentine Marchal
Founder LE BLOG DE MADAME C

Interfilière Paris   �   The bridal market is looking for a new lease on life
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MARGAUX TARDITS 

the little gem of the Bridal world

1-2/ Margaux Tardits
1
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From her time at Balenciaga, Oscar de 
la Renta and Lanvin, Margaux Tardits 
has retained a couture spirit that she 
interprets impeccably on wedding 

gowns. These are truly stylish dresses reflecting 
infinite elegance and sublime refinement. And 
if Margaux has been using her scissors in such a 
bold way over the past 5 years, it’s because she has 
no preconceived notions and doesn’t follow the 
rules. Margaux isn’t afraid of anything. Not of 
breaking the rules, nor of being a bit too different, 
too modern, too glamorous or too over-the-
top. Nothing is ever too much at Margaux. Her 
mastery of the perfect shape, this obsession with 
the perfect drape, an acute attention to detail, all 
stem from her absolute passion for the materials 
she selects, shapes and mixes without restraint.

Interfilière Paris wanted to know more about her 
audacious work.

__ How do you select your materials?   
Margaux Tardits I work mainly with natural materials 
such as silk, cotton, and linen...even if sometimes a 
synthetic fiber is welcome to bring weight or greater heft 
to a fabric. I select them by looking at their drape, and 
their hand is also very important so that our dresses are 
comfortable to wear on the Big Day. The sound of the 
fabric when it’s crumpled or handled is also important 
to me. I find it is often a sign of good or bad quality.

__ Which materials are your favorites? 
M.T. My favorite material is silk chiffon! It’s an 
extremely poetic and sensual material, in addition to 
being very soft against the skin. If I could, I would make 
dresses that would allow us to be naked underneath 
draped chiffon. It’s simply the ultimate in femininity! I 
also like silk satin, which pairs beautifully with chiffon.

__ How do you work with these materials?
M.T. I like to work with large quantities of chiffon. 
It’s a very fine and delicate material, and I find that it’s 
enhanced when there is a lot of it. I can use up to 11 or 
12 meters of chiffon for a single skirt. I often line it in 
silk satin, but with much less volume, to let the chiffon 
express itself.

__ Are you moving toward eco-friendly 
materials?

M.T. We work mainly with natural materials such 
as silk or cotton, principally from France, Italy, and 
Portugal, so the carbon footprint is limited. 

__ What do you expect from your suppliers?
M.T. We expect them to be transparent about the 
composition and origin of their fabrics or raw materials, 
and of course to comply with labor laws for their textile 
workforce. 

__ What surprises to you have in store for your 
next collection?

M.T. This year we’re reinventing our iconic «Wanna 
Dance With Me?» dress, which has been a leading, 
best-selling dress for a long time. We’ll be offering it in 
a new fabric, which will really update it. We’ll also be 
working for the first time in our firm with a venerable 
material that was invented in France and which really 
hasn’t been used in the bridal gown market.

2
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HARPE

wants to create a world 
of bridal lingerie

1-2/ Harpe
1
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Harpe is the story of a close mother-
daughter relationship, the story of a 
family’s passion for fashion, a specific 
commitment to craftsmanship, and 

a constant eye for detail. Harpe partners with 
the bride, creating a whole universe around the 
wedding: the Civil collection includes a chic 
ready-to-wear line, with dresses, jumpsuits, slacks 
and tuxedos, a Ceremony collection composed 
of bespoke gowns and ready-to-wear items, and a 
brand new line of «La Petite Mariée» affordable 
gowns.
Harpe is truly a company like no other. Marina 
and Françoise have not just been designing the 
most beautiful wedding dresses since 2014. This 
mother and daughter create exceptional gowns 
that offer women of all sizes and shapes the most 
gorgeous silhouette to flatter each all their unique 
curves. Whether a woman has broad shoulders, 
pronounced hips or a marked waist, a flat bust, 
or voluptuous curves, Harpe wedding gowns 
enhance every detail, beautify every curve, and 
sculpt every line of a woman’s figure. 

Marina Benesty’s secrets.

__ What is your relationship with your 
customers? 

Marina Benesty They absolutely trust us. Our team is 
made up of designers and patternmakers who provide 
guidance, more than anything. This allows us to limit 
the number of fittings that may seem intimidating for 
the bride-to-be. We are not saleswomen; what matters 
most to us is the bride’s well-being. 

__ What are the main criteria to consider when 
buying a wedding dress?

M.B. First, you’ve got to fall in love with it. The dress 
must make you dream of good times, pleasure, and 
beauty. Then comes comfort. Thirdly, there are the 
options for customizing the gown, in other words, the 
services offered by the brand.

__ Is the choice of materials important?
M.B. Yes and no. Some materials such as silk chiffon 
will look better on a curvier woman, while a satin-
backed crêpe will look better on a mermaid-type 
silhouette. Still, we can adapt each of the materials to 
a specific shape. This is the work of the patternmaker. 
My mother, Françoise, has been doing this for 40 years. 
She likes to work with the finest, silky materials such as 
duchesse satin or silk chiffon. I tend to prefer crêpe to 
heavier, straighter fabrics, for fluid shapes.

__ Where do you source your materials from?
M.B. Our laces all come from France. We sometimes 
have our own designs made, such as this exclusive 
guipure embroidered with large peonies that livens up 
the Lisa style’s crossover lace bustier. The crêpe we use is 
generally from Italy.

__ Most unusually, you also have a lingerie 
line. What is it all about?

M.B. A few months ago, we started offering a collection 
of nighties in two key styles, Fiançailles (Engagement) 
and Lune de Miel (Honeymoon). This range has sold 
well; we’ve sold nearly 300 nighties. We’ll soon be 
launching a collection of satin dressing gowns featuring 
embroidery on the back, because we sense that there’s 
a strong demand for this. I’d very much like to offer a 
bridal swimsuit to complete the range. Very soon, I’d 
also like to develop a collection of lace daywear lingerie, 
with items such as tops and camisoles. 

2
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1-2-3-4-5/ Laure de Sagazan

LAURE
 DE SAGAZAN

Little panties join
 the retro-poetic world of

1

2 4

3
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And yet…nothing predicted that Laure de Sagazan 
would see such success in that domain. Not her 
initial learning period, which she spent refining 
her skills for 3 years at ba&sh, nor her personal 

interests, which strongly leaned toward lingerie. “I fell in love 
with lace. I was convinced that there was truly something to be 
done to modernize this sublime material, with its incredible 
charm, which has too often been used in an uber-sophisticated 
manner that doesn’t reflect the image of women today”, Laure 
recalls. The complexity of corsetry, which she discovered 
during an internship in lingerie, led her to question herself: 
“In the end, wedding dresses came to me just like that. It 
was so obvious. Even now, I still find that so many styles 
are alike and are too perfect, based on the same silhouette, 
that of a sort of goddess, ultra-glamorous and sophisticated, 
with a body that’s presented in a somewhat outdated, overly 
obvious manner. There seemed to me to be a disconnect 
between this image and what women truly want today”, 
Laure explains.

A fan of retro style, she wants to revolutionize this field by 
giving bridal gowns a more understated, fluid look that’s 
deliberately offhand. A clear stylistic concept is present. 
And the business model is ready. “I had the mad ambition 
to get back to an artisanal, traditional product that’s 
handmade, at a time when bridal gowns imported from China 
were all the rage”. And this bet paid off: her 100% French 
manufacturing, which takes place in her workshop in Paris’ 
10th arrondissement, was established after she outgrew 
three consecutive showrooms in 3 years, with 40 people now 
working for her, 23 points-of-sale in Japan, the United States, 
Belgium, Switzerland, Ireland, the Netherlands, the U.K., 
etc…and promising international growth, with 5 boutique/
showrooms in New York, two in Rome and Milan, two in 
Barcelona and Madrid, and another in Santiago, Chile.

If Laure de Sagazan has made her stylistic mark, it’s due to 
her “product” strategy that has fostered her rapid growth 
on the bridal fashion market. Her collection is built around 
several perfectly targeted product ranges: a bespoke range 
crafted in her Parisian and New York workshops, an annual 
collection that is constantly evolving, a range called ‘Les 
Intemporels’ (“The Classics”), which unites her top-selling 
styles from previous seasons, a “Civil” collection, and 

also a knit collection in angora and baby alpaca, made in 
Normandy, with small pieces such as cardigans and sweaters 
to wear with her lace and silk gowns. The latest arrival, in 
2020, is a “Lingerie” capsule collection, featuring pretty 
panties in Calais-Caudry lace. “This limited range is part of 
our sustainable spirit, which encourages us to better manage 
our textile waste, with a desire to make something beautiful 
out of lace scraps that previously seemed unusable…It’s a truly 
exciting venture, especially because we’re dealing with such 
exceptional materials”, emphasizes Laure de Sagazan. 

It’s no surprise that such a talent, with such an ethical stance, 
as this young designer is drawing the attention of big names 
such as Monoprix, which, last year, offered her the chance to 
develop a capsule collection. 

In less than 10 years, she became one of the most lauded 
wedding-gown designers for brides-to-be and a symbol of 

French savoir-faire

5
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1-2/ Aurélia Leblanc

Aurelia’s fingers are magical, endowed with a creative force beyond imagination, inspired by 
a creative passion that allows the materials to express themselves outside of conventional 
techniques. Terribly discreet, this young artist trained at the Royal School of Fine Arts in 
Brussels has already done so much for the textile industry.

«Rare and exceptional materials that are difficult to use industrially attract me. I have only one goal: weaving, 
combining, blending, and working them to create unique, surprising, and exclusive fabrics. I like to add value 
and bring together all the craft techniques that I’ve learned, in embroidery, weaving, and printing and use 
them on new yarns and fibers, horsehair, banana, and aloe vera, which I sometimes combine with metallic 
wires,», explains Aurélia Leblanc.

Invited to share her talent at The Exception space, Aurélia Leblanc has rethought the bridal spirit around 
classic white and ivory shades. These shades were inspired by the English tradition that, when a young 
woman is getting married, she should wear something old, something new, and something borrowed. It’s 
a pledge to luck and happiness. «For The Exception area, I wanted to work the lace by weaving with as few 
threads as possible per centimeter, to create very light and airy materials. I’ve been working with transparency 
and opacity as if the material concealed secrets, with metallic effects or ‘floating elements’ that reveal a surprise 
when the fabric isn’t completely flat. I also wanted to add some special effects... with beweled inlays,» says 
Aurélia Leblanc.

All these creations are to be discovered, along with those of textile designer Virginie Parrot, at The 
Exception space located in the heart of the Interfilière Paris show.

2
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A PASSION
 FOR

 MATERIALS

1-3/ Anna Dautry Paris   2/ L’Amoureuse by Ingrid Fey

Ingrid Frey and Anna Dautry
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It’s with a clear penchant for the very finest 
materials that two young brands, launched 
barely two years ago, are surprising the 
market by designing fluid, elegant, feminine 

bridal gowns that are custom crafted to suit their 
customers’ desires. Anna Dautry, alias Gwenn 
Martines, who designs the brand, and Ingrid Fey, 
founder of the L’Amoureuse brand, agreed to 
answer our questions point by point:

__ What are your favorite materials?
A.D. Calais-Caudry lace, of course, and beautiful 
embroideries that I often have exclusively made by selecting 
the base, pattern, and yarn. I simply adore the botanical 
pattern embroidered on a tulle base on my Java style in silk 
crêpe.
I.F. Fine-gauge knits with raised dots or piqué knits. I 
also like all kinds of fancy embossed or raised dotting that 
enhances all silhouettes. My absolute favorite is a dress 
featuring sequins placed on fishnet mesh, with a jersey/
elastane lining.

__ And your overall philosophy?
A.D. My grandma Dautry, whom the brand is named 
after, was a truly positive, dynamic person. I hope that I’ve 
inherited that spirit and can bring this touch of optimism to 
my timeless, chic, bohemian dresses.
I.F. I’d say that I’m all about being body positive. I hope 
that, with my help, my clients will rediscover their newly 
confident selves. They don’t always have the awareness of 
materials that we do as designers, for example, knowing the 
difference between silk and viscose. Sometimes I wonder… 
But at the end of the day, I know that I want to keep my eye 
on just one thing: staying on course with my vision.

__ What about any new ventures? Any 
ambitions?
A.D. I always have a ton of projects in my head. Like 
expanding my line of accessories even further, and taking on 
international markets…
I.F. I ’m undergoing an “eco-transition”. I try to be as 
sustainable as possible in my choice of materials; I don’t 
use any polyester, only silk. I’m moving away from regular 
viscose and toward lyocell. My goal is to use only eco-
friendly, sustainable materials such as organic cotton or 
Tencel®. I save all my textile waste and will soon be offering a 
collection of accessories reusing it.

__ And what about lingerie?
A.D. Underneath a wedding gown, we obviously 
recommend minimalist lingerie. As a lace lover, I personally 
always fall for beautiful bras in delicate lace.
I.F. I’m convinced that there’s so much to be done in terms 
of bridal lingerie. There are many products waiting to be 
invented for all these backless dresses. Sometimes we have 
to suggest adhesive bras, which are not that great, or that 
women create something of their own with a mishmash of 
styles, which is even less satisfying.

__ Why design bridal gowns?
Anna Dautry Having been a buyer after studying business 
and Mandarin, I noticed, when I was going to get married, 
that I wasn’t finding my perfect dress, made from fine 
materials, but at an affordable price. I did a market analysis 
and quickly developed a concept for a designer gown made 
from gorgeous materials, but costing less than 2000 €, in a 
modern, minimal style.
Ingrid Fey After my studies at Atelier Chardon Savard, 
I became a knitwear designer at a knitting factory that 
works for Hermès, Chanel, and Balenciaga, before being 
appointed knitwear and outdoor development manager for 
Louis Vuitton. By making wedding dresses for my friends, 
I realized all that knitwear could bring to this domain: 
total comfort and fit, whatever the silhouette, and multiple 
dotting techniques that make curves look outstanding.

__ What were some of your first memories as 
a designer?
A.D. When I went to walk the aisles of trade shows (Tissu 
Premier in Lille and Interfilière in Paris), I saw that there 
were truly lovely laces available from Calais lace makers at 
affordable prices. I did my research and worked on shapes 
that minimize the use of lace and thus reduce costs. Now, I 
really take the time to meet and discuss with suppliers before 
I start working on a collection.
I.F. After I created by very first knit wedding gown, I 
understood that, though the material was persuasive in 
terms of comfort, I would have to fight preconceived 
notions that were hindering its use in wedding dresses at that 
time. I finally decided to stop worrying about the rules of 
fashion, outside influences, or prejudices, so I could focus on 
establishing the use of knits in my collections.

Interfilière Paris   �   Ingrid Fey, the mesh without taboo - Anne Dautry it all starts with sourcing
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BRIDAL LINGERIE
SHOWS OFF

ALL ITS FINERY

Honeymoon, wedding night,
wedding ceremony...

1/ Aubade
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It’s white or black, ivory or in shades of gray. 
It’s resolutely modern, totally comfortable 
and feels good. Bridal lingerie is seductive 
and a bit sophisticated. In knit or silk, 

embellished with lace or embroidery, bridal 
lingerie plays a key role in this sensual moment.
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Interfilière Paris   �   The big day: the most beautiful bridal lingerie
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1/ Aubade À l’Amour
2/ Aubade Au Bal de Flore
3/ Aubade Danse des Sens

4/ Aubade Soie d’Amour
5/ Aubade Courbes Divines
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AUBADE

Aubade à l’Amour 
This essential range reveals its beauty in a “mercury” shade 
of color that’s both modern and sensual. Bold, passionate, 
and loving, the Aubade woman wants total comfort and 
expresses her daring spirit in her lingerie. With this range in 
100% Calais Leavers lace, enriched with tulle draping and 
guipure patterns, delicateness and seductive enchantment 
unite to enhance her feminine allure.

Soie d’Amour 
This perennial range of nighties and sleepwear is available in 
shades that match the Aubade collection, creating a certain 
harmony that complements the products offered. This is 
truly beautiful silk lingerie studded with delicate lace and 
includes both lingerie and ready-to-wear pieces. Three new 
colors are offered: “rêve d’opale” (opal dream), “amarante” 
(marigold), and black.

Au Bal de Flore 
Embroidery is in the spotlight in this range that features 
an Art Nouveau-style abundance of arabesques, mixed 
with naturalistic florals. With multi- or solid-colored 
embroidery, its visual impact is sophisticated and powerful. 
The fresh, timeless shade of white becomes a new perennial 
color.

Danse des Sens  
A new perennial range all in lace. A lace that is truly fine, yet 
bold, offering a second-skin effect in modern shapes like the 
bralette, bodysuit, and high-waisted brief. 

Courbes Divines   
A range that uses both a lovely Calais Leavers lace and 
glamorous, subtle lacing. Sophisticated details enhance 
each piece. The bow, the satiny-soft knit used for the bras…
nothing is left to chance. The transparent effect created by 
the lace and the knit evokes the sensuality and modernity 
of Art Nouveau.

5
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EMPREINTE

Melody
Low-cut décolletage and impeccable support are the key 
advantages of this bra that features lace-covered cups offering 
sophisticated visual impact. The contrast of matte and shine 
makes this style truly chic.

Cassiopée 
A Spacer with plunge décolletage and multi-positional 
straps, this invisible, comfortable, and lightweight bra offers 
impeccable support and truly sophisticated style. This bra 
can be worn any which way: backless, off-the-shoulder, 
with a plunging neckline…it’s truly beneficial lingerie that 
enhance a woman’s curves and gives her total confidence.

1
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1/ Empreinte Melody   2/ Empreinte Cassiopée2

Interfilière Paris   �   The big day : the most beautiful bridal lingerie
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MARIE-JO

The Christy Range 
Perfect for warm summer days, the Christy range shimmers with its unique 
embroidery applied onto sophisticated and romantic styles that brides-to-be are sure 
to find irresistible. This combination of graphic elements and delicate small flowers 
gives the Christy range a look that’s both romantic and decidedly contemporary. 
Particularly notable are the elegance of the embroidered tulle between the bra cups 
and the guipure-embroidered flowers. The exclusive shapes in this range ensure a 
perfect fit and optimal comfort.

1
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1-2/ Marie-Jo Ligne Christy2

Interfilière Paris   �   The big day: the most beautiful bridal lingerie
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« Made by Union »

Founded two and a half centuries ago, Swiss embroidery firm Union AG now 
employs 220 people at its two production sites: the historic St. Gallen site, 
which also houses its headquarters and design department and accounts for 
10% of production; and their Chinese site in Qingdao, which opened nearly 30 

years ago and produces 90% of their high-quality embroideries.

Union offers a wide range of fashion embroidery, including guipures, soutaches - a 
technique developed and perfected by Union 70 years ago -, and thermal- or laser-cut 
embroideries. Union offers 4 collections per year, two in lingerie and two in ready-
to-wear, in other words, 400 designs a year, including exclusive designs created for its 
customers. Union’s major clients include Triumph, Groupe Chantelle, Marks & Spencer, 
Wacoal, Van de Velde, Lise Charmel, Felina, and Aimer. 

The «Made by Union» label, recognized worldwide, guarantees the very highest quality. 

A NAME, A BRAND SIGNATURE

1-2-3-4-5/ Union
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__ What’s the secret to Union’s success?
Christoph & Simone Leemann We are very responsive. Our structure allows us to react to our customers’ requests extremely 
quickly. Within a few hours, we can transform paper sketches into embroidery. The very close ties we’ve had with our 
clients for a long time is another reason for our success. Our slogan is unambiguous: «If you can dream it, Union can make 
it happen». We don’t want our creations to meet our customers’ expectations, we want to exceed them! We have a large 
team of designers of all ages, each with their own unique stylistic approach. This mix gives our collection a certain special 
«Made by Union» signature style. In 260 years of history, we have compiled thousands of archives that are a great source 
of inspiration for our designers. We have also developed embroidery techniques that are now used by other embroiderers. 
Our innovative spirit has already delighted a great many customers. 

__ What does it take to remain a leader in your field?
C.S.L. You must know how to be a good partner, and you must be able to count on good suppliers. We work almost 
exclusively with renowned European suppliers, some of whom have opened production sites in Asia over the years. 
Suppliers who comply with Oeko-Tex guidelines and are committed to research and development for eco-friendliness and 
sustainability are of paramount importance to us, because you also have to focus on innovation. Today, we already offer a 
part of our collection in fully recycled materials. We invest a lot in our employees and our machines. We must always stay 
a step ahead and surprise our customers. They give us a lot, and we are generous in return; we must continue to spot major 
trends on the horizon and immediately include them in the collection. 

__ What is your analysis of the embroidery market today? 
C.S.L. Embroidery is very flexible and is truly reactive to trends. With a single machine, we can produce a wide range 
of products. Very fine tulle ribbons, rough, multicolored guipure embroideries, laser-cut embroideries, solid-colored 
embroideries, varied designs, broderie anglaise, and much more can be produced on the same machine. Nowadays, 
embroidery is omnipresent, and not just in fashion. This flexibility and the wide range of applications and interpretative 
possibilities of embroidery will continue to be a great advantage in the future. The future looks good: we see a clear trend 
in favor of embroidery. 

__ What does the title of Designer of the Year mean to you?  
C.S.L. We are obviously very proud to be the 2020 Designer of the Year. This designation means a lot to us because it is 
awarded by a panel of skilled experts; it’s a recognition of our daily efforts to be the best. This also means that we must 
maintain impeccable relationships with our clients. Together, we’ve developed revolutionary designs for the industry! 
Our skill and expertise have been recognized. This confirms that we’re on the right path. Going forward, we plan to keep 
pursuing continuous improvement to maintain our leadership in the field of embroidery.

Trophee will be handed out on Saturday 18th at 4.30 pm. Fashion Show area.

One-on-one with Christoph Leemann, CEO, and 
Simone Leemann, Sales Director, France.

4
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Broderies Leveaux

The Innovation Meetings
hosted by Dominique Demoinet-Hoste 
(DLD Consultant). 
Monday, January 20th, 11:15 a.m.
Conference area. 

Selected by Interfilière Paris for their ability 
to innovate, particularly in of sustainable 
development, 6 exhibitors, both newcomers and 
show regulars, present their latest product news.
They have six minutes to explain and convince 
us. And 4 minutes to answer questions from the 
audience.

The companies participating will include:

- BUGIS / Page 38
- FLEET LUXURY PACKAGING / Page 39
- ILUNA / Page 40
- INNOVA
This young Italian firm created in 2017 
continues to innovate in its areas of expertise 
and, in addition to their new thermo-active 
technical mesh, unveils a sustainable range with 
5 new products made of recycled polyamide 
and organic cotton, with the goal of making 
80% of its collection totally sustainable within 
two years. 
- BRODERIES LEVEAUX / Page 39
- BRODERIES LEVEQUE / Page 40
- RICAMIFICIO LEVI / Page 41
- SOLSTISS  / Page 41
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1/ Bugis   2/Les Broderies Leveaux   3/ Fleet Luxury Packaging

BUGIS 
reveals its strategy for the loungewear 
market

Thinking ahead in order to meet demands on time: over its six 
decades of existence, Bugis’ strategy has proven its worth. Over 
the years, Bugis has become one of Europe’s leading knitwear 
specialists. Today, Bugis generates 70% of its sales revenue 
from the apparel and luxury markets, with a wide and targeted 
product offer covering a varied range of knits, weights, and 
materials, such as cotton, organic cotton, linen, hemp, wool 
and silk, modal and MicroModal®, Tencel® and bamboo: jersey, 
bouclé, fleece, piqué, mini-jacquards, and other single knits for 
the underwear market; interlock, ribs, double-sided, padded,...
for outerwear and the childcare market in particular.

This Troyes-based firm joins the Interfilière Paris show with 
a new ambition in mind: to conquer the loungewear market. 
«This is a market that is experiencing considerable growth, 
primarily in export markets, but also in France. It is a market 
that requires beautiful, comfortable and natural materials, but 
also seeks style and elaborate knits,» explains Bruno Nahan, 
the company’s CEO. Bugis relies on the quality of its French 
production and the comfort of its knits, combined with 
natural and cellulosic fibers, to attract new customers. But 
they also want something more. «Customers not only want 
proximity, so they can work in a local distribution channel. 
They also want traceability, to know where materials and dyes 
come from. To meet this demand, we have chosen to create a 
new product line: the ‘Eco-Responsible Fashion Collection’”. 
This range of knits in organic cotton, recycled cotton, and 
linen that will be unveiled at the Interfilière show uses 100% 
botanical dyes. Cognizant of higher costs, given the necessarily 
lower volumes, Bruno Nahan nevertheless estimates that this 
will quickly reach 15% of his sales revenues in this market. 
Bugis will also rely on the flexibility of its offer to serve young 
brands who need to place smaller orders.

1
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BRODERIES LEVEAUX 
marks their major return to Interfilière 
Paris and reveals their ambitions

«Behind every industrial entrepreneurial saga lies the 
passion of one man, that of my great-grandfather, Fernand 
Leveaux. And it is this same passion that we wish to pursue 
today», says Benjamin Potencier, who represents the 4th 
generation of family-run company Broderies Leveaux. 

«Our company is based on 3 fundamental pillars: 
Excellence in Craftsmanship, a state-of-the-art industrial 
tool base, and customer service», explains Guy Leveaux, 
Sales Director. «Nevertheless, we’re not satisfied with 
the existing system. We constantly invest in research and 
development to meet the ever-increasing demands of 
our customers,» he says. This is evidenced by the recent 
acquisition of a latest-generation EPOCA7 embroidery 
machine from Saurer, which offers an impressive increase 
in productivity with ever-improved quality.  

With a fleet of 10 20-meter embroidery machines, Les 
Broderies Leveaux can easily fulfill orders in large series 
from mass retail or mail-order retail customers. But this 
family business also knows how to respond equally well 
to major lingerie brands and individual designers. «Each 
of our employees is customer-oriented. We must exceed 
our clients’ expectations!», says Benjamin Potencier. 
More than 400 designs are created each year by their 
design team. In order to better support the specific 
needs of customers from different domains, including 
niche brands, the minimum number of orders has been 
significantly reduced. Sampling times are a maximum of 
3 days. 

Through their participation in Interfilière Paris, Les 
Broderies Leveaux wishes to raise their profile among 
non-European potential clients. A privileged partner 
of major brands for exclusive developments, this family 
business’ ambition and desire to conquer new markets 
remains intact!

FLEET LUXURY 
PACKAGING 
enters the French market with a bang

Founded 3 years ago, Fleet France, the first subsidiary of this 
British packaging industry specialist, is already present in 
numerous markets with prestigious clients in the wine and 
spirits, cosmetics, perfumes, jewelry and ready-to-wear markets, 
as well as in the spa and hospitality markets: Repetto, Shisheido, 
Roederer and Lanson champagnes, Roland Garros, Studio 
Harcourt, etc... « Our energy and devotion to our customers, and 
our passion for packaging development has allowed us to gain their 
trust. We are in the midst of  expansion and are increasing our 
turnover year on year, winning new customers, but also developing 
our complete range of products with a single customer,» explains 
Isabelle Lesgent, to whom Marc Lowry, co-founder of the 
company, has entrusted the management of Fleet France. 

By joining Interfilière Paris, Fleet Luxury Packaging makes no 
secret of the fact that it has ambitions for the lingerie market. 
It has to be said that the company has strong arguments in its 
favor, with its service and premium quality: a wide choice 
of boxes and packages, cases and pouches, tote bags made of 
flexible canvas and bags made of cotton or jute, personalized 
tissue paper, paper bags, ribbons, stickers and accessories, a vast 
warehouse of their own in England, allowing for free storage of 
goods deliverable on request within 48 to 72 hours, and an office 
in Asia, which ensures on-site sourcing, if necessary, and takes 
care of product quality control. Fleet Luxury Packaging works 
in close collaboration with its partner factories in Asia, but also 
in Europe and India. Teams installed in each country participate 
in the development of new projects and in individual product 
development.

Fleet Luxury Packaging is an innovative company able to offer 
complex packaging and all types of products featuring all kinds 
of customized finishes. It is also an ethical and sustainable 
company which now offers ethical and eco-friendly packaging 
made from FSC and PEFC-certified paper and handles made 
from recycled paper, for example.

The parent company, founded 20 years ago in Rochester 
(England), has more than 3,000 customers in the high-end and 
luxury markets. Two new subsidiaries, in Switzerland and Italy, 
will open in 2020, in the coming months.

2 3
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MAISON LEVEQUE 
moves into niche markets 

A Living Heritage company, Maison Lévêque is an 
exceptional and innovative embroidery house. «We do 
unique things that only we Europeans can offer,» says Franck 
Lévêque, Sales Director. This French specialist masters a 
variety of embroidery techniques, some of which are indeed 
exceptional: guipure, metallization, soutache, laser cutting, 
and more. Maison Lévêque is the only firm to make sequined 
embroideries on embroidery looms. Truly rigorous in 
sourcing their raw materials, the company limits its supply 
base to France, Italy, and Austria for tulle, specifically. 

By joining the Interfilière Paris show, this embroiderer is 
making no secret of its ambitions: «We want to invest in 
the lingerie market. We have serious concepts that are sure to 
interest this sector, which currently represents 30% of our sales 
revenue,» says Franck Lévêque. The company, a partner of 
Aubade and Van de Velde, among others, is about to unveil 
its brand-new «Lingerie» collection, created by its in-house 
design department; this will consist of 200 embroidery 
designs divided into 3 themes: Luxuriant, Porcelain, and 
Memory. 

Maison Lévêque enjoys developing special products for its 
clients. These represent 20% of its business. This is a very 
flexible company that offers both small (one piece/machine) 
and large runs. 

ILUNA 
stays a step ahead of the eco-friendly lace 
market

Iluna Group proves yet again their ability to innovate by 
bringing together sustainability and beauty, as only they know 
how. A market leader in ecologically friendly solutions, Iluna 
Group is a privileged partner of Asahi Kasei. This Italian firm 
was one of the first to commit to this segment several years 
ago by demonstrating the performance capabilities of the 
Roica Eco-Smart™ family of stretch fibers, with their range of 
intelligent, sustainable laces, Green Label. 

Today, Iluna takes things even further. The firm will be 
capitalizing on the Interfilière Paris show to launch two new 
eco-friendly product ranges. The first is a capsule collection 
called the “Yoga Collection”. This range is the result of 
cutting-edge research and development, focused on optimum 
comfort, creativity, and sustainability. It has been created 
using rigorously selected, GRS-certified raw materials such as 
Q-Nova fiber from Fulgar, a 6.6 recycled nylon fiber obtained 
from reclaimed polyamide, and Roica™ EF stretch fiber, made 
from over 50% recycled raw materials. And the ultimate 
touch for this Yoga Collection range is the additional palette 
of colors that include around a dozen “trendy” shades entirely 
made from GOTS-labeled and Oeko-Tex 100-certified 
natural dyes. 

Interfilière Paris also provides Iluna the opportunity to 
unveil a special, exclusive preview of its Bioline collection. 
This range combines the sustainable performance of 
biodegradable 6.6 polyamide yarn from Fulgar, Amni Soul 
Eco, the first of its kind worldwide, with that of Roica™ V550 
premium stretch fiber from the Roica Eco-Smart™ family of 
products. The Bioline range offers, in addition to remarkable 
comfort and elasticity, high ecological performance due to 
its virtuous, circular-economy manufacturing processes. This 
performance is recognized and certified by the “Cradle-to-
Cradle Product Innovation” Institute, which has awarded a 
Gold-level certification to Iluna for its Bioline range.

Founded in 1969, Iluna Group is now one of major European 
producers of lace, Jacquard and raschel, embroidery, and 
mesh, crafted on Textronic and Jacquardtronic looms. 
Production is 100% Italian, near Milan. Iluna is one of the 
originators of “intelligent” lace. It was because of this that 
the firm attracted the attention of the Salvatore Ferragamo 
Museum, for inclusion in their “Sustainable Thinking” 
exhibit (taking place in Florence, through March 8, 2020). 
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1/ Iluna   2/Maison Lévêque   3/ Ricamificio Levi   4-5/ Solstiss

SOLSTISS   
sets the bar high

Innovation and creation are to Solstiss what yarn and the 
loom are to lace: essential - inseparable. «Never say no to a 
customer, and always strive to exceed their expectations limits 
in terms of techniques. This is more than a motto. It’s our reason 
for existing,» confides Caroline Danto, head of the Paris 
office. Solstiss can pull out all the stops for its customers: 
capable of delivering more than 15,000 meters per model 
and per season, the company has a large capacity. «Since 
the company’s inception in the 1970s, we’ve always wanted 
to work with the designers we serve to offer cut yardage, from 
a minimum of 4.50 m to 5.50 m,» says Caroline Danto. 
From the 120 Leavers looms owned by Solstiss in Caudry, 
thousands of meters of lace are woven, finished and enriched 
by the subtlety of precious yarns. Exceptional laces: Chantilly, 
bobbined, guipure, and metallicized, for the of ready-to-
wear, designer, and Haute-Couture markets, and, first and 
foremost, wedding gowns. And for lingerie, too. 

From the design department located in Paris, between 150 
and 200 new styles per season are created. By participating 
The Exception space at Interfilière Paris, Solstiss wants to 
place high-end craftsmanship from the lace makers of Calais-
Caudry in the spotlight. «We’re going to offer not florals, 
but new large-scale graphics and multicomponent tri- or four-
colored laces», says Adeline Sapin, artistic director. For the 
first time, Solstiss will offer in its spring 2021 collections 
Brand-new Leavers laces in organic cotton. With a special 
hand and very particular weight, they are available undyed 
or in a palette of colors produced in Calais, using classic dyes, 
for the moment. 

RICAMIFICIO LEVI  
The luxury and magic of embroidery

Family-run firm Ricamificio Gea was founded by parents 
Claudio and Gianna, and Ricamificio Levi was subsequently 
created in 1986. Located in the region of Varese, this Italian 
embroidery firm now belongs to two brothers, Roberto and 
Fabio Visenti.

Ricamificio Levi, exhibiting for the first time at Interfilière 
Paris, will unveil a collection 100% ‘Made in Italy’ composed 
of of exceptional, luxurious, and creative embroidery. Every 
style is developed by the in-house design office, which is 
responsible for the design, development, and customization 
of most of the designs upon request and exclusively for its 
customers. 

Ricamificio Levi is very well established on the bridal market. 
This Italian specialist offers a major collection of embroideries 
for wedding dresses and evening gowns. But their various 
creations, with Cornely embroideries on guipure, and 
embroideries on cotton or wool, are aimed as much at the 
ready-to-wear as the knitwear or lingerie markets, or the 
childrenswear or hotel and resort markets. «Our strong point, 
in addition to the quality of our embroidery, is our 360° service 
in terms of creativity, flexibility, and responsiveness.Each of our 
clients is unique,» says Paola de Marchi, export sales manager. 
«We intend to convince anyone who considers embroidery to be 
‘boring’. We’re going to show them how to play with materials, 
patterns, and texture by presenting hybrid products, as delicate 
as lace, but as versatile as embroidery,» says Paola de Marchi.

Customers shouldn’t miss out on the latest new product 
Designed just for Interfilière Paris: exclusive ‘BR’ embroideries 
featuring 3D effects, created using new patented ‘BR’ 
technology, with new silk/viscose/cotton yarn blends as well 
as new matte and glossy patterns obtained by mixing yarns 
with different light refraction indices, an exclusive technique 
from Ricamificio Levi.
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The development of the sustainable product offer reflects an awareness of the 
urgent need to mobilize for sustainable fashion. Gathered with the same 
willingness to get involved, embroiderers, lace makers, mills, and knitters, but 
also specialists in accessories and packaging, seem to have heard the latest call 

to date, that of the 2019 Copenhagen Fashion Summit. Launched 10 years ago by the 
Global Fashion Agenda, this event has once again insisted on the need to produce less 
and produce better. In his speech at the opening of the summit last May, Kering CEO 
François-Henri Pinault wanted to underline and specify that profits will not be harmed 
in the search for ethical and sustainable solutions. More than ever, innovation must 
serve the needs of the planet. 

SUSTAINABILITY BECOMES A REALITY AT 
INTERFILIÈRE PARIS
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1/ MG2 Creation   2/ Maglificio Alto Milanesse   3/ Top South
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Several new products await your discovery 
at the show, including Umorfil®-based 
materials at Fabtex. As a great knitwear 
specialist with a wide choice of crepes and 
velvet, double-sided and single jerseys, 
interlock and piqué, fleece and terry, stripes 
and jacquards for the fashion, lingerie, 
sportswear and swimwear markets, this 
Taiwanese company, which supplies well-
known brands such as Wacoal, Aerie, 
Calvin Klein, Triumph, Abercrombie 
& Fitch, Hanesbrands, and chains such 
as Tchibo, Marks and Spencer, H&M 
and Target, opts for Umorfil®. Derived 
from bionics, Umorfil® technology uses 
marine amino acids from fish scales, 
known for their qualities and benefits. 
The result is a 100% biodegradable and 
high-performance mesh that is soft, 
comfortable, anti-odor, and moisture-
wicking. Fabtex offers a stretch jersey with 
88% Umorfil® nylon fibers for lingerie, 
and an Umorfil® Beauty Fiber® stretch 
blend for the loungewear market.

Also spotted at other exhibitors…

__ Maglificio Alto Milanese: The Green Collection, a 
series of fabrics made from Amni Soul Eco®, Bio Evo®, Q-Nova®, 
New Life®, and Lyocell (Tencel)® yarns
__ Bugis: The Sustainable Fashion Collection, made using a 
100% natural dye applied on embossed jerseys and knits in organic 
cotton, polyester, and recycled cotton
__ Papillon: 2 new ranges of eco-friendly ribbon, Eco Grosgrain 
in rPET, organic cotton, and bamboo fiber, and Eco Plain Weave 
Ribbon in rPET, organic cotton, and bamboo and soy fiber
__ Broderies Leveaux: a new range of embroideries on tulle 
in recycled polyamide and polyester
__ Rocle By Isabella: new prints on GOTS-labeled organic 
cotton
__ Acetech: knits for swimwear and lingerie, and recycled 
polyamide and polyester
__ MG2 Création: a range of sustainable products in recycled 
polyester
__ Innova: a new, eco-friendly selection, with 5 new products in 
recycled polyamide and organic cotton
__ Maglificio Ripa: new developments in their eco-friendly 
collection in recycled polyamide launched in 2016, featuring new, 
sustainable materials
__ Taubert: a new range of recycled polyesters and polyamides 
and jacquards in recycled polyamide and elastane
__ Muehlmeier: an expanded selection of sustainable cups, 
with the M-Tec line in recycled polyester
__ Utax: underwire in certified-biodegradable plastic
__ Lunartex: an eco-friendly selection of solution-dyed 
polyamide using a technique that is truly respects the environment
__ Kewalram: a range of shiny embroideries that are “organic” 
and recycled
__ Celeb Textiles: a range of fabrics made from recycled 
polyester
__ Tianhai Lace: tall their patterns are now available in 
recycled yarn
__ Antik Dantel: a collection of lace in organic cotton and 
embroideries in recycled polyamide and polyeste
__ Mountainwood: new sustainable heat-transfer labels using 
water-based ink
__ Hang Gand Lace: BCI organic cotton lace
__ Wing-Win Enterprises: a new, double-laminated cup 
featuring an eco-friendly spacer
__ Soho Nantong: a range of fleece pajamas and homewear 
made from recycled polyester 
__ Rivhil Textiles: dressing gowns made from recycled 
polyester
__ Hing Yip: new fastenings in recycled plastic
__ Wu-Tong: a range of recycled-nylon laces
__ Top South: an ultra-stretch satin in recycled polyester, 
GRS-certified
__ Celia: a selection of recycled nylon
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